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Magneti CVs (MCVs) or polars are semi-detahed binary systems, in whih a lowermain sequene Rohe-lobe �lling star loses mass to its highly magneti (B�107G) whitedwarf ompanion. H-rih material is hanneled to the magneti poles of the white dwarf,emitting most of the observed light of the system. When found in star lusters, theyprovide us with the rare opportunity to study their formation environment and extratinformation suh as their age, distane and metaliity. Globular lusters favor the for-mation of CVs via tidal interations in their dense environment, although an intriguingaspet is that a large fration of the globular luster CVs appear to be magneti, raisingthe possibility that they reet a new lass of objets (Grindlay et al. 1995).Only three CVs are known to populate open lusters in spite of relevant searhes (see forexample Kafka et al. 2004). One of them, EU Cn, is a magneti CV in the entral regionof the rih and old (4.0�0.5Gy; Perival & Salaris 2003) open luster M67 (Gilliland et al.1991). Its disovery was followed by X-ray studies (e.g. Belloni et al. 1993, 1998; Van denBerg et al. 2004) on�rming the magneti nature of the system. Low-resolution spetra ofEU Cn (Pasquini et al. 1994) revealed a quite variable spetrum with the He II 4686 linein emission and ylotron humps. Being the only MCV in an open luster, EU Cn an bethe representative of a unique open luster CV population, providing valuable informationon the properties of a system that was likely formed through a ommon envelope proess,representing more aurately �eld MCVs. We reently monitored the system in one�lter on�rming its orbital period and light urve harateristis as presented in thedisovery paper of Gilliland et al. (1991). In the followings, we desribe our data anddata redution tehniques, and present a disussion on our �ndings, plaing EU Cn inthe larger framework of globular luster CVs and �eld polars.The observations were made on 26-Feb-2004 with the Mini-Mosai CCD amera onthe 3.5-m WIYN telesope at Kitt Peak. A total of 32 300-s V-band exposures were ob-tained under photometri onditions. Data proessing (bias subtration and at �elding)was onduted using the standard IRAF routines. An additional step of masking wasperformed using the IRAF routines IMUTIL/IMEXPR, to eliminate ghost images due toross-talk between the ampli�ers of the CCD; bad pixel masking was also applied. Fordata redution, we used IRAF/DAOPhot for PSF photometry. The instrumental mag-nitudes from DAOPhot were then supplied to AstroVar, a ustom interative programbased on the method of inomplete ensemble photometry (Honeyutt 1992), optimizedfor the detetion and study of variables. Seondary stars from Gilliland et al. (1991)
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were used to �x the zero point of the inomplete ensemble photometry. The 2.09h periodfrom Gilliland et al. (1991) was veri�ed by both periodogram analysis (Horne & Baliunas1986) of the new data and by folding the new data on this period. Finally, we searhedfor variability of the X-ray soures in the �eld of M67 (Belloni et al. 1998). Although thesystems are reported to be variable, no variability was deteted, likely due to the shortduration of our observations.

Figure 1. Folded light urves of EU Cn. Filled irles with error bars are the 2004 WIYN data, whilethe open irles are the 1988 data of Gilliland et al. (1991).
Fig. 1 and Table 1 ompare the 1988 and 2004 light urves. Notieable similarities ofthe 1988 light urve of the system with that of VV Pup �rst suggested its the magnetinature (Gilliland et al. 1991). The two light urves in Fig.1 have similar shapes, witha 30% larger amplitude in the 2004 light urve. Suh hanges are ommon in polars inthe high optial state, and are likely due to hanges in the mass aretion rate and/oraretion geometry. On the other hand, Gilliland et al. (1991) used a CuSO4 �lter whihhad an e�etive bandpass that overs both B and V. This ould partially explain the lighturve di�erenes between the two epohs, sine our 2004 data were obtained using a V�lter. For an M67 distane modulus of 9.60�0.09 (Perival & Salaris 2003), the MV rangeof EU Cn is 12.0 to 10.6, whih an be ompared to �eld and globular luster MCVs. Wesearhed the literature (e.g Warner 1995, Berriman 1987, Cropper 1990, Harrison et al.2004) for information on the absolute magnitudes (MV ) of polars. For �eld CVs, distaneunertainties result in large (1-2 mag) di�erenes in the alulated MV values. Parallatidistanes are available for only two �eld polars (Thorstensen 2003); most of the distanesof individual �eld MCVs we took from the literature used indiret methods. Fig. 2 showsthe distribution of MV for both the high and low states of MCVs, with the mean MV ofEU Cn marked.
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Figure 2. Histogram of MV in the high (top) and low (bottom) photometri state for �eld polars. Theposition of EU Cn is noted with arrows.
Note that the loation of EU Cn in Fig. 2 suggests that it is in a low optial state.However its large, 1-mag orbital modulation is harateristi of polars in the high state(low-state polars usually have variability of only a few tenths of a magnitude).Fig. 3 shows a histogram of the absolute magnitude of globular luster CVs takenfrom the literature, the majority of whih appear to be magneti, based on their X-rayproperties. On the other hand, globular lusters systems are not observed well enoughto assess high/low state magnitudes; therefore, Fig. 3 presents the mean \snapshot"magnitude of the systems. It is interesting that EU Cn is about a magnitude fainterthan globular luster CVs, again suggesting a low state behavior.Table 1: Parameters of EU CnEpoh mV MV Amplitude1988 21.4-20.5 11.8-10.9 0.92004 21.6-20.3 12.0-10.7 1.3
More data are needed for further exploration of the properties of this understudiedCV, inluding the long-term variations in its optial light urve and its spetrosopiproperties. Considering that open lusters more aurately represent the galati diskpopulation, EU Cn might shed light on the environment and timesales for CV formationand evolution. Alternatively, it may turn out to be a part of a di�erent CV population,a�eted by the metal rih environment of open lusters.
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Figure 3. Histogram of MV of the known globular luster CVs. The position of EU Cn in this graphis noted with an arrow
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